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The is a Comment on the The is a Comment on the Office of United States Trade Office of United States Trade 
RepresentativeRepresentative (USTR) Notice: (USTR) Notice: Agency Information Agency Information 
Collection Activities; Proposals, Submissions, and Collection Activities; Proposals, Submissions, and 
Approvals: Large Civil Aircraft Dispute PortalApprovals: Large Civil Aircraft Dispute Portal

For related information, For related information, Open Docket FolderOpen Docket Folder

CommentComment

I strongly oppose the "emergency" clearance of a new I strongly oppose the "emergency" clearance of a new 
collection of information on the Large Civil Aircraft Dispute collection of information on the Large Civil Aircraft Dispute 
Portal. There has been ample and overwhelming support for Portal. There has been ample and overwhelming support for 
abolishing the unreasonable tariffs that have been placed on abolishing the unreasonable tariffs that have been placed on 
EU imports and not levying new ones. Imports of EU EU imports and not levying new ones. Imports of EU 
products are completely unrelated and significantly smaller products are completely unrelated and significantly smaller 
than the Aircraft industry. The wine industry and other than the Aircraft industry. The wine industry and other 
imported EU goods such as cheese employ hundreds of imported EU goods such as cheese employ hundreds of 
thousands of Americans directly and effect the restaurant thousands of Americans directly and effect the restaurant 
industry as well (which is suffering terribly from the Covid-19 industry as well (which is suffering terribly from the Covid-19 
pandemic closures already). I work for an importer of mostly pandemic closures already). I work for an importer of mostly 
EU wines and my livelihood would be directly threatened by EU wines and my livelihood would be directly threatened by 
the continued tariffs or additional tariffs to our imports. There the continued tariffs or additional tariffs to our imports. There 
has been a HUGE outpouring from my industry as well as all has been a HUGE outpouring from my industry as well as all 
Americans who enjoy imported goods already, and to Americans who enjoy imported goods already, and to 
require that we all take even more time to register the exact require that we all take even more time to register the exact 
same information with the USTR is ridiculous and same information with the USTR is ridiculous and 
unreasonable and the USTR should do the right thing and unreasonable and the USTR should do the right thing and 
stop this insane threat to small American businesses and stop this insane threat to small American businesses and 
American workers because of a dispute regarding a American workers because of a dispute regarding a 
COMPLETELY unrelated industry. Tariffs on imports do not COMPLETELY unrelated industry. Tariffs on imports do not 
hurt the EU as much as they hurt hardworking hurt the EU as much as they hurt hardworking 
AMERICANS. AMERICANS. 
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